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Study of Transient Flow and Particle Transport in Continuous
Steel Caster Molds: Part II. Particle Transport
QUAN YUAN, BRIAN G. THOMAS, and S.P. VANKA
Particle motion and capture in continuous steel casters were simulated using a Lagrangian trajectorytracking approach, based on time-dependent flow fields obtained from large-eddy simulations (Part I
of this article). A computation was first conducted on a water model of a full-scale standard slab
caster, where measurements were available. It simulated the transport of 15,000 plastic particles and
their removal by a screen positioned near the mold top surface. The computation shows the screenremoval fractions to be 27  5 pct for 0 to 10 seconds and 26  2 pct for 10 to 100 seconds, which
agrees with previous measurements. The flow exiting the nozzle was relatively uniform, and turbulent
motion in the domain was very chaotic, so particle removal did not depend on the initial location of
particles introduced in the nozzle port. A computation of motion and capture of 40,000 small inclusions (10 and 40 m) was then performed in an actual thin-slab steel caster. The particles moved
through the mold region with an asymmetrical distribution, which was caused by transients in fluid
turbulence in the lower recirculation region, rather than by inlet variations at the nozzle port. Only
about 8 pct of these small particles were removed to the top surface. This removal fraction was independent of both particle size and density, likely because all the simulated particles were too small to
deviate significantly from the surrounding fluid flow. Finally, the computational results were further
processed to predict the ultimate distribution of impurity particles in the solid thin slab after a short
burst of inclusions entered the mold. They were reprocessed to reveal the distribution of total oxygen
content for a steady inclusion supply from the nozzle. The results of this work confirm the important
role of flow transients in the transport and capture of particles during continuous casting and can
serve as a benchmark for future simplified models.

I.

INTRODUCTION

PARTICLE transport is an important phenomenon during
continuous casting of steel slabs, as it significantly affects
steel quality. During the continuous casting process, nonmetallic inclusions such as deoxidation products (e.g., alumina),
reoxidation products (from air exposure), and exogeneous
inclusions (e.g., loose dirt) may enter the molten steel.[1] Impurity inclusions may also be generated from unexpected chemical reactions.[1] As shown in Figure 1, inclusions and argon
bubbles may be carried by the jet into the mold cavity. Additional inclusions may be generated by excessive fluid velocity
across the top surface, which shears off fingers of liquid slag
to emulsify into the steel.[2] In the mold cavity, molten steel
freezes against the water-cooled mold to solidify into a shell,
which grows and is continuously pulled downward at the casting speed. Inside the tapering domain enclosed by the shell,
molten steel recirculates in the liquid pool. If this flow pattern
can carry the impurity inclusions to the top surface, they may
be removed into the liquid-slag layer. Otherwise, they will
eventually be trapped by the solidification front and cause
defects in the final product. If they are detected, defects caused
by inclusions lower the yield. Otherwise, inclusions degrade
steel quality by lowering the minimum strength, fatigue life,
and surface appearance.
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Flow in the liquid pool is highly turbulent, involving complex time-dependent structures, as discussed in Part I of this
article.[3] This turbulent flow plays an important role in transporting impurity inclusions. If the fluid generates excessive
level fluctuations or insufficient liquid temperatures on the
top surface, particles are likely to be captured by the solidifying meniscus before they can enter the liquid-slag layer.
Studies suggest that those particles trapped near the meniscus generate surface delamination and may initiate surface
cracks.[4] Particles that are entrained into the lower recirculation zone by the fluid can gradually spiral and may be
trapped by the solidification front, leading to intermittent
defects such as internal cracks, slivers, and blisters in the
final rolled products.[5] Experimental studies have confirmed
that these intermittent quality problems are associated with
the time-dependent flow in the liquid pool.[5] One way to
lower defects from internal inclusions is to avoid detrimental flow patterns in the liquid pool, such as by optimizing
the nozzle design. This requires fundamental understanding of the particle flow during continuous casting. The present work aims at gaining insights into particle transport in
the continuous-casting liquid pool using advanced computational tools.
With the high operating temperature of continuous casting,
computational modeling is the most feasible tool for understanding liquid-particle flow in this complex process. Mathematical modeling of liquid-particle flow can be classified
into Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches, according to the
manner in which the particle phase is treated.[6] The former
approach solves transport equations of continuum particle
concentration in a Eulerian framework, while the latter tracks
motion of each single particle. Both approaches have been
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Fig. 1—Schematics of the process of continuous casting of steel.

extensively applied to simple model problems involving
particle-laden flows.[7–12] However, only a few computational
studies have been performed on inclusion transport in the
continuous casting process. Grimm et al.[13] simulated inclusion motion and separation in the continuous-casting liquid
pool by solving an extra transport equation for continuum
particle-volume concentration, based on a constant Schmidt
number of 1.[13,14] The fluid-velocity field was computed
using the k- model. The particle convective velocity was
modeled by adding the time-averaged local fluid velocity
and the particle terminal velocity, which was the only parameter used to distinguish different particles. The effects of
fluid turbulence on particle motion were not modeled. The
crucial-inclusion-capture criterion simply assumed that particles are trapped once they touch the solidification front.
No quantitative validation was given.
Due to the low volume fraction of impurity inclusions in
continuous casting, transport of inclusions can also be computed via a one-way coupled Lagrangian approach, as done
in a few previous studies.[15–19] In those studies, trajectories
of several hundred particles were calculated to obtain statistics on particle removal and capture. The time-averaged fluid
velocities, computed using the k- model, were employed
to calculate the forces exerted by the fluid on the particles.
To account for the effect of fluid turbulence, each particle
velocity incorporates a velocity component due to random
704—VOLUME 35B, AUGUST 2004

fluctuations, obtained using models such as the random-walk
model.[14,16] These previous studies provide valuable insight.
However, their modeling of the fluid-velocity field and the
effect of fluid turbulence on particle transport have not been
validated. In addition, it is unclear whether only a few hundred
particles can produce reliable statistics.
Modeling of liquid-particle flow can be classified as
“one-way” coupling, where the flow affects the particle
motion, or “two-way” coupling, if the particles also modify
the flow. Comprehensive reviews of this are given elsewhere.[20,21] Two-way coupling is important for gas flows
with heavy particles, which tend to concentrate in regions
of high v : v and compressional strain and regions of low
swirling strength.[21] However, one-way coupling is appropriate even for heavy particles, if the particle volume fraction
is less than 0.1 pct.[22] Thus, one-way coupling is sufficient
in processes such as continuous casting, where the particle
density is close to the fluid density (3:7) and volume fractions are very small.
This work first computes Lagrangian motion of 15,000
plastic particles in a full-scale standard-slab water model,
using a time-dependent fluid-velocity field obtained from
large-eddy simulations in Part I of this article (case 1).[3]
The predictions are validated by comparing with measurements. The model is next applied to simulate transport and
capture of small inclusions (10 and 40 m) in an actual
thin-slab steel caster (case 2-S in Part I).[3] A preliminary
inclusion-capture criterion is employed, which considers the
critical dendrite growth velocity, inclusion size, primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS), and local crossflow velocity. The
particle flow behavior and removal and entrapment fractions
are quantified. Finally, the locations of captured particles
and distribution of total oxygen in the final steel slab are
predicted based on the simulation results.
II.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Fluid flow and particle transport are computed in model
domains (Figure 2) that include the liquid pool of a 2.15 m
water model (case 1) and the submerged-entry nozzle (SEN)
and the top 2.4 m of a steel strand (case 2-S). Three dimensional time-dependent turbulent fluid velocities are first
obtained by solving the Navier–Stokes equations, as
described in Part I of this article.[3] Special velocity boundary conditions[3] are applied to the fluid at the solidifying
front in the steel caster to simulate the solidification effects.
The transport of inclusion particles through this flow field
is then modeled as follows.
A. Governing Equations
Particle transport is solved by integrating the following
equations in a Lagrangian framework:
vp 
dvp
dt
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was assumed when inclusions hit the plastic wall of the water
model (case 1). Inclusions touching the top surface were
assumed to be removed.
C. Modeling of Particle Capture by the Solidification Front

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2—Schematics of the computational domain of (a) the full-scale standard thickness slab water model (case 1) and (b) the thin slab steel caster
(case 2-S).

where
g  (0, 0, 9.81 m/s2)
Rep 

[3]
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The three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. [2] are due to
the forces of drag (for Rep 800),[23] buoyancy (due to the
density difference), and Saffman lift (due to shear-velocity
gradients)[23] for spherical particles. The term Rep is the
particle Reynolds number for creeping flow, based on the
small difference between the fluid and particle velocities.
B. Initial and Boundary Conditions
Inclusions were introduced into the computational domain
at the local fluid velocity. Their positions were chosen randomly in the plane of the nozzle-outlet ports (case 1) or in
the edges of a cylindrical region in the tundish above the
SEN (case 2-S). The results of a separate simulation of fluid
flow and particle trajectories in the nozzle itself were used
to determine the particle locations in the nozzle-outlet port
planes for the caster simulation (case 2-S). Elastic rebound
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B

In an actual steel caster (case 2-S), inclusions may be
trapped when they touch the side boundaries, which represent the solidification front. The capture of inclusions by
an advancing solidification front involves complex phenomena which have been investigated in many previous studies.[24–30] Particles were reported to be pushed along by the
moving front unless the solidification exceeded a critical
velocity to engulf them.[24–26,29,30] Unfortunately, the capture
criterion proposed in those fundamental studies cannot be
directly applied to continuous casting for two main reasons.
First, the solidifying melt was stationary in those studies,
compared to the strong inertia-driven flow in the liquid pool
of the continuous caster. Crossflow enhances particle pushing,[28] whose mechanism is not fully understood. Second,
the solidification fronts in those studies had a smooth
curvature, which contrasts with the dendritic-front shape in
continuous-cast steel. Experimental studies have found that
particle capture and pushing depend greatly on the morphology of the solidification front.[31] Specifically, inclusions small enough to enter the gap between two dendrite
arms are eventually captured by a mechanism called “entrapment.”[31] Entrapment occurs at solidification speeds much
lower than the critical velocity for engulfment.[31] Fundamental criteria for particle capture in continuous casting
are being developed as part of a larger project. The effects
of critical dendrite-growth velocity, particle size, PDAS, and
local cross-flow velocity all are being considered.[32] The
present work focuses on particles smaller than the PDAS,
which can easily enter in between primary dendrite arms
and become entrapped, with little chance of being pushed
away, regardless of solidification-front velocity.[32] Previous
measurements (Figure 3)[33] show that the PDAS is smallest
near the top surface (about 50 m) and increases along the
casting direction as the solidification rate slows. Thus, this
work investigates 10 and 40 m particles, which are predicted to become entrapped instantly upon touching the
solidification front.
D. Solution Procedure
The particle-transport equations were integrated using the
fourth-order Runge–Kutta method.[34] Particle velocities and
displacements were solved at every time step after the fluidvelocity field was solved. The local fluid velocity in the drag
and lift terms of Eq. [2] was interpolated from the nearestneighbor cells using a second-order scheme.[34] Due to the
low volume fraction of impurity inclusions for the continuous
casting process (0.01 pct for a typical steel with 30 ppm
oxygen), one-way coupling was employed, which neglects
the modification of fluid turbulence by the particles. The
removal, rebound (case 1), and capture criteria (case 2-S)
were tested whenever a particle crossed a domain boundary.
E. Computational Details
Two computations were performed in this work, which
are described as follows.
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Table I.

Properties and Conditions of Particle Simulations

Parameter/Property
Mold width (mm)
Mold thickness (mm)
Water model length (mm)
Mold length (mm)
Domain width (mm)
top
bottom
Domain thickness (mm)
top
bottom
Domain length (mm)
Nozzle port height
thickness (mm mm)
Bottom nozzle port
diameter (mm)
SEN submergence depth (mm)
Casting speed (mm/s)
Fluid dynamic viscosity (m2/s)
Fluid density (kg/m3)
Particle density (kg/m3)
Particle diameter (m)
Argon gas injection (l/m3)

Case 1

Case 2-S

1830
238
2152
—

984
132
—
1200

915
915

984
934.04

238
238
2152
51 56
(Fig. 2)
—
150
15.2
1.0 106
1000
988
3800
0 pct

132
79.48
2400
75 32
(inner bore)
32
127
25.4
7.98 107
7020
2700 and 5000
10 and 40
0 pct

Fig. 3—Variation of PDAS along distance below meniscus.[33]

1. Water-model validation
The first computation (case 1) calculated the transport
of 17,500 spherical particles in a full-scale standard-slab
water model (Figure 2(a)), to compare with particle-removal
fractions measured previously for the conditions given in
Table I.[17] In the experiments, around 8000 to 30,000 elliptical disk-shaped plastic beads were injected into the liquid
pool with water through the nozzle over a few seconds. The
density and size of the beads were chosen to aid visualization while approximating the vertical terminal velocity
expected of typical 300 m alumina inclusions in liquid
steel. To model the removal of inclusion particles to the top
surface, a screen was positioned near the top surface and
the SEN (Figure 4) to trap plastic beads as they flowed
across the top surface toward the SEN and headed downward. The experiments were repeated at least five times,
and the average inclusion-removal fraction by the screen
was reported elsewhere.[17]
Only half of the water model was modeled, to reduce
computational cost. The capture of particles by the screen
was modeled by summing the particles that crossed the screen
from the top. The screen influenced neither the fluid-velocity
field (Part I of this article)[3] nor the particle transport. The
particles were divided into five groups of 500 particles and
another six groups of 2500 particles, in order to investigate
statistical variations and the effect of the number of particles.
The particles were injected into the nozzle ports over the
time periods given in Table II.
2. Inclusion transport in a thin-slab steel caster
In the second computation (case 2-S), the transport and capture of four groups of 10,000 small inclusions, with two different sizes (10 and 40 m) and two different densities (2700
and 5000 kg/m3), were simulated in an actual thin-slab steel
caster (Figure 2(b)). These inclusions could represent entrained
mold slag or alumina particles, with varying amounts of
entrained steel filling internal voids and, thus, raising its density.
706—VOLUME 35B, AUGUST 2004

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4—(a) through (d) Distribution of the 15,000 particles in case 1 at
four time instants after their injection, view from wide face (left) and narrow face (right).
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Details of Particle Injection during Simulation
(Case 1)

Number of Particles

Time of Introduction

15,000
500
500
500
500
500

0
2
4
6
8
10

to
to
to
to
to
to

1.6 s
2.4 s
4.4 s
6.4 s
8.4 s
10.4 s

III.

STANDARD-SLAB WATER-MODEL
RESULTS

The computational model was first applied to simulate
particle transport in a standard-thickness (250 mm) slab water
model (Figure 2(a)),[17,36] in which measurements on particle
removal are available.[17] The time-dependent fluid-velocity
field in this water model was obtained from a large-eddy
simulation, details of which can be found in Part I of this
article (case 1).[3]
A. Particle Distributions

The computational domain has two portions. The nozzle
domain includes part of the bottom of the tundish and the
entire 1.11-m-long trifurcated SEN. The strand domain includes
the top 2.4 m of the molten pool in the mold and strand. This
2.4 m computational domain is part of the 3 m straight section
of the caster. In contrast to the water model, the steel caster
has no solid bottom wall. The shape of the internal liquidpool domain was curved to account for the shell and had mass
flowing through it to represent solidification. The shell thickness increases from 0 at the meniscus to 26 mm (wide face)
or 25 mm (narrow face) at the domain exit (Figure 3 in Part I
of this article).[3] The two different densities assigned to the
particles represent different fractions of molten steel in the
inclusion.[35] The 40,000 computed particles were introduced
into the three nozzle-port outlet planes over 9 seconds (33 to
42 seconds of the fluid simulation). More information on casting conditions, material properties, and computational parameters for both cases is given in Table I.

The transport of six groups of 2500 particles and five groups
of 500 particles were simulated, as described in Section II.
The four snapshots in Figure 4 reveal the distribution of all
six groups of 2500 particles (15,000 particles) together at four
time instants. A video of the transient particle motion is available elsewhere.[37] The extended line inside the liquid pool
shows the position of the screen used to capture particles.
This figure shows that particles move within the jet after injection (Figure 4(a)) and split into two parts (Figure 4(b)), corresponding to the upper and lower rolls, after they hit the
narrow face. By 100 seconds (Figure 4(d)), the particles are
well dispersed throughout the domain. Some of the particles
flow along the top surface and are removed. Other particles
flow out of the mold bottom with the outflow fluid and represent particles that would be trapped deeper in the steel caster,
leading to defects in the solid-steel strand.

3. Time-step selection and computational cost
The time step for integrating the particle trajectories was chosen based on the velocity response time of the particle. Response
time indicates how fast a particle responds to a velocity change
of the surrounding fluid and is calculated as follows:[23]

Typical trajectories of four particles are shown in Figure 5
for 100 seconds of computation or until they contact the top
surface (first frame) or exit the domain (second frame). Particles in the last two frames are still moving. While moving
with the flow, the particles gradually drift upward, with a typical particle Reynolds number of 10, which validates the
assumption in Eq. [2]. These irregular trajectories illustrate
the effect of turbulent fluid motion on particle transport.

lv 

rpd2p
18m0

[7]

Small particles with a small density have the smallest
response time. The same time step used in the fluid-velocity
computation (0.0008 seconds) was employed for case 1,
where the particle response time is very large (0.79 seconds).
However, in the actual steel-caster simulation (case 2-S),
the time steps were smaller than that of the fluid simulation (0.001 seconds) and varied for different particles. The
smallest time step for the particle simulation was 2 106
seconds for the 10 m, 2700 kg/m3 particles, which had the
smallest response time of only 2.68 106 s. This required
500 time steps of particle motion within each step of the
fluid-velocity computation.
Simulations of particle transport are less computationally demanding than flow simulations. The particle computation of case 1 took 2.4 additional central processing units
(CPUs) per time step (0.0008 seconds) for 17,500 particles
on a Pentium III 750 Hz CPU, compared to the 19.2 CPUs
per step for the flow simulation (1.4 M cells). However,
the small time steps in case 2-S greatly slowed the overall
computational performance. Both the flow simulations (1.3 M
cells) and the transport of 40,000 particles took 29.2 CPUs
per fluid time step (0.001 seconds).
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B

B. Representative Particle Trajectories

C. Particle Removal
It is sometimes postulated that particles exiting the top
portion of the nozzle should have a better chance to be
removed to the top surface. This is examined in Figures 6(a)
through (c). Figure 6(a) shows the initial positions of all
15,000 particles at the nozzle-port exit plane. Figures 6(b)
and (c) reveal the initial positions of particles which were
removed to the top surface during 0 to 10 seconds and 10 to
100 seconds, respectively. Time starts at injection of the first
particle (0 seconds). All three distributions are uniformly
random, indicating that particle removal to the top surface
is independent of its initial position. This is because turbulence within the jet and liquid pool makes the initial position irrelevant.
The simulated trajectories of the 15,000 particles were
then processed to determine the fractions of particles removed
to the top surface (lines) in Figure 7, which are compared
with measured fractions removed by the screen (symbols)
in the water model. After 10 seconds, approximately 23 pct
of the particles are removed, and by 100 seconds, about
55 pct have been removed. Considering the uncertainties in
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the experiments and variability in the turbulent computations, the agreement between the computational and experimental results within 5 pct is encouraging. The results also
show that the screen appears to simulate surface removal
well at early times, but underpredicts it at later times (100
seconds). The computation suggests that the total removal
fraction is very large (nearly 80 pct) when the walls are
unable to trap particles.

D. Number of Particles for Reliable Statistics
The particle fractions removed by the screen for the 2500
and 500 particle groups are presented in Table III and are
also compared with measurements. The average removal
fractions for both groups agree with experiments within
5 pct. However, the removal fraction varies greatly between
groups, especially for the first 10 seconds after particles enter
the mold. This is reflected by the standard deviation,
asu 

N

2
a (ui  umean) nNb ,which decreases from 5.5 pct
B i1
(500 particle groups) and 4.8 pct (2500 particle groups) for
0 to 10 seconds to 2.9 and 1.4 pct for 10 to 100 seconds.
The standard deviation of the 2500 particle groups is always
lower than that of the 500 particle groups, as expected due
to the improvement in statistical confidence with increasing population size. However, the improvement is small
for 0 to 10 seconds. This suggests that during early times,
particle removal is chaotic, because it is dominated by the
turbulent eddies of the initial jet. To obtain a more reliable
statistical estimate of the mean would require injecting particles during different time intervals. Increasing the number
of particles improves the statistics at later times (e.g., 10 to
100 seconds), because the standard deviation drops by half.
This is because the particles become well dispersed in the
liquid pool and random statistics become valid.

IV.

THIN-SLAB STEEL-CASTER RESULTS

After examining the accuracy of this computational
model of particle transport in a standard-slab water model,
it then was applied to investigate the transport and capture of small inclusions in an actual thin-slab steel caster,
in which a trifurcated nozzle is used.[3,33,38,39] The fluid
velocities were again obtained from a large-eddy simulation (case 2-S in Part I of this article)[3] and conditions
are given in Table I.
A. Particle Distributions
The simulation of the SEN revealed locations where particles touched an inner wall of the nozzle, shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 5—Representative particle trajectories observed in the computation of
case 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6—Initial positions at the nozzle port of (a) all 15,000 particles and those removed to the top surface in (b) 0-10 s and (c) 0-100 s after entering the
liquid-pool (case 1).
708—VOLUME 35B, AUGUST 2004
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Fig. 7—Particle removal to the top surface in case 1.

Table III.

Comparison of Fractions of Particles Removed
by the Screen in Case 1

Run no.
LES-500 particle groups
1
2
3
4
5
Average
Standard deviation
LES-2500 particle groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average
Standard deviation
Experiment average

0 to 10 seconds

10-100 seconds

27.2
17.8
26.2
23.8
33.0
25.6
5.5

pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct

23.4
27.2
23.0
23.2
18.2
23.0
2.9

pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct

27.2
26.8
20.0
23.3
31.8
32.6
27.0
4.8

pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct
pct

25.9 pct
27.1 pct
26.5 pct
27.8 pct
24.1 pct
24.9 pct
26.1 pct
1.4 pct

22.3 pct

27.6 pct

About 16 pct of the particles exiting the tundish touched an
inner wall of the nozzle and another 10 pct touched the
stopper rod. These inclusions might stick and cause nozzle
clogging in a real caster, depending on the properties of the
nozzle material and thermodynamic reactions at the interface. Note that most of the inclusions touch the bottom
portion of the stopper rod or the nozzle walls just below
the stopper rod. This coincides with the location of clogging
sometimes observed in practice.[40] Some particles touch the
bottom of the SEN near the outlet ports. The distributions
of the particles in the jets that exit the nozzle ports are shown
in Figure 9. This figure reveals that almost no particles exist
from the top or bottom portions of the nozzle ports, which
are regions of backflow where fluid enters the nozzle (refer
to Part I of this article).[3]
Three snapshots of the particle distributions computed in
the liquid pool are shown in Figure 10, together with the
locations of the particles that were entrapped by the solidiMETALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B

Fig. 8—Inclusion entrapment positions in nozzle inner wall (case 2-S).

Fig. 9—Locations where inclusions exit nozzle ports (case 2-S).

fication front. A video is available at http://ccc.me.uiuc.edu.
Particles are seen to move with the jet and reach the narrow face about 0.6 seconds (33.6 seconds of total flowsimulation time) after the first injection (33.0 seconds).
The 40,000 particles split into two groups about 2 seconds
after injection (33.0 seconds) and entered the upper and
lower rolls. After 15 seconds, the particles in the upper rolls
are well dispersed and the fastest have penetrated deep into
VOLUME 35B, AUGUST 2004—709
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Fig. 10—Distribution of moving particles at three instants (case 2-S).

the lower recirculation zone. Although the particles were
symmetrically introduced from the nozzle port and had a
relatively symmetrical distribution for approximately 10 seconds, a noticeable asymmetry is seen in this frame. This is
caused directly by the flow asymmetry observed and reported
in Part I (Figure 27) of this article.[3] Specifically, the fluid
had a larger downward velocity near the right-hand-side
narrow face from 36 to 40 seconds, which the particles followed. It was also shown in Part I that this time-varying
asymmetry is not directly caused by the inflow asymmetries
from the nozzle, but originates from dynamic flow instabilities. Similar asymmetries have also been observed in
water-model experiments.[41,42] The asymmetries were more
severe when the bottom wall of the water model was
deeper.[41] This suggests that intermittent inclusion asymmetries of the magnitude reported here may not be avoided
by simply changing the nozzle design. Because the fluid
velocities fluctuate greatly with time (Figure 27, Part I), particles injected at other times would show a different distribution. Knowledge of such behavior is important, as particles
that are transported deeper are more likely to become permanently entrapped in the steel.
B. Particle Trajectories
Figure 11 shows the computed trajectories of five typical
particles for 220 seconds in the strand, or until they contact
a surface. The first trajectory (labeled 1) shows a particle
which exited the left-hand-side nozzle port, recirculated
around the upper roll, and eventually touched the top surface
to be removed. The second trajectory shows a particle entering the mold from the center port, being drawn upward into
710—VOLUME 35B, AUGUST 2004

Fig. 11—Predicted representative particle trajectories in an actual steel
caster (case 2-S).

the left-hand side, recirculating, and, finally, touching the top
surface. Two trajectories (3 and 4) show particles flowing
out the bottom of the domain, after wandering between the
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B
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upper and lower rolls or moving directly with the flow down
the narrow faces into the lower region. These particles would
most likely be entrapped in the final product. The last trajectory (5) shows a particle that became entrapped at the wide
face approximately 0.8 m below the top surface. These irregular trajectories are similar to those observed in the water
model (case 1). They confirm the effect of turbulent-fluid
structures on particle transport in actual steel casters.
C. Particle Removal and Capture Fractions
The removal and capture histories in the strand of the
four groups of particles of different sizes and densities are
compared in Figure 12 and Table IV. Particles existing
the nozzle ports could touch the outer nozzle walls, reach
the top surface of the liquid pool to be removed, or become
entrapped either by touching the solidification front (sides)
or exiting the domain bottom. All four different types of
particles in Figure 12 have approximately the same capture and removal histories. Thus, the statistics in Table IV
are independent of particle size and density. This is
expected, because the small buoyancy force relative to drag
for these small particles ( 40 m), as indicated in Eq. [2],
produces small terminal velocities ( 0.65 mm/s) relative
to the fluid.
Approximately 8 pct of the particles that exit the nozzle
ports are seen to be removed by the top surface. A further
8 pct of the particles touched the outside of the nozzle wall
while recirculating in the liquid pool and might be removed,
depending on the inclusion composition and nozzle proper-

Fig. 12—Particle removal and entrapment in the steel caster (case 2-S).

Table IV.
Details of particles
Diameter (m)
Density (kg/m3)
Fraction captured by shell
Fraction captured deeper
Fraction removed by top surface
Fraction removed by nozzle wall

ties. Most (90 pct) of these particles reached the surface
within 47 seconds (Figure 12). Most (90 pct) of the captured particles flowed for less than 72 seconds. The final
statistics (Table IV) were compiled after all particles exiting the nozzle ports were either removed or captured, which
took approximately 220 seconds. Approximately 51 pct of
the particles were captured by the shell in the upper 2.4 m
of the strand, where the shell thickness was less than 25 mm
(narrow face) or 26 mm (wide face). Around 32 pct of the
particles exited the domain from the bottom and would be
captured at a deeper (and more interior) position in the solid
slab. These results suggest that most (84 pct) of the small
inclusions which enter the mold become entrapped in the
final product. Thus, nozzle design and mold operation should
focus on controlling flow at the meniscus to avoid the entrainment of new inclusions rather than altering the flow pattern
to encourage removal of inclusions entering the mold. This
conclusion may differ for large inclusions or if gas bubbles
were present.
D. Inclusion Capture in Solid Steel Slabs
after a Sudden Burst
A sudden “burst” of inclusions entering the liquid pool
may occur in the continuous casting process during upstream
events such as vortex entrainment of slag during a tundishlevel drop, release of a nozzle clog, or another disturbance.[4,43]
Knowledge of the inclusion distribution in cast steel slabs
caused by such a burst is important for the subsequent inspection and dispositioning of the product. The particle study in
case 2-S can be considered as a 9-second burst of 40,000
inclusions entering the molten steel pool. By relating the total
time traveled by each particle to the casting speed and its
capture position, the distance of each of the 51 pct of the
captured particles down the final solidified slab was calculated. The final positions of these particles are shown in
Figure 13, as transverse projections onto the wide and narrow faces. Zero on the vertical axis indicates the slice of the
shell which was at the meniscus at the time when the first
particle entered the strand (33.0 seconds). All slices continuously moved downward with the whole shell at the casting
speed during the process. The shadowed length in Figure 13
is the distance traveled by the strand during the 9-second
burst. The simulation shows that the 220 seconds needed
for all 51 pct of the particles to be captured corresponds to
a length of around 7 m. Most (78.5 pct) of those particles
were captured within 1 m above and below the zero-position
slice. Only a slight asymmetry of the capture positions can
be observed from both view angles. This indicates that the
flow asymmetries discussed earlier are not significant relative to particle capture. The significant asymmetries in defects
sometimes observed in practice[44] must have been caused by

Statistics of Particle Entrapment and Removal in Case 2-S
Group 1
40
5000
51.58
32.22
8.03
8.12
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pct
pct
pct
pct

Group 2
40
2700
51.51
32.07
8.49
7.83

pct
pct
pct
pct

Group 3
10
5000
50.79
32.77
8.23
8.03

pct
pct
pct
pct

Group 4
10
2700
51.00
32.54
8.20
8.15

pct
pct
pct
pct

Average
—
—
51.22 pct
32.40 pct
8.24 pct
8.03 pct
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much larger flow asymmetries resulting from transient events
such as a slide-gate opening change, or asymmetrical release
of a nozzle clog or gas accumulation. Such events were not
considered in this study, but are investigated elsewhere.[45]
E. Total Oxygen Distribution in Thin Steel Slabs
Total oxygen is often measured to evaluate the content of
oxidized inclusions such as alumina in steel slabs.[1] It can
also be calculated based on the computed positions and times
of particle capture. The distribution of particles captured
under a condition of continuous injection is found from the
results in the previous section by assuming the 9-second
burst of particles to repeat every 9 seconds. The molten steel
was assumed to exit the nozzle with a steady oxygen content of 10 ppm (by mass), from pure alumina (Al2O3) inclusions. The oxygen distribution in a typical cross section
through the solidified slab was obtained by first projecting
the entire computational domain[3] onto a transverse x-y section to define a two-dimensional grid of three-dimensional
cells. The cell transverse dimensions ( x and y) vary from
0.5 to 6 mm according to the distance beneath the strand
surface. The cell vertical dimension ( z) is the length cast
(228.6 mm) during the 9-second burst. The total oxygen con-

Fig. 13—Particle entrapment location for 9 s injection: view from wide
face (left) and from narrow face (right).

centration in each cell (Co) was calculated by dividing the
mass of oxygen in all particles entrapped in that cell by the
cell mass (including both cast steel and particles):
Co 

(48/102) Mp
r (xyz)  (1  r/rp) Mp

[8]

NC

where Mp  a pd3p rp /6 and NC are the total mass and numi1
ber of particles entrapped in the cell, respectively. The central
region representing the area of the liquid pool at the domain
exit was treated as a single large cell. This cell would contain all of the inclusions that exited the domain.
The number of particles entrapped in each cell, NC, was
obtained by summing the contributions from a series of
9-second bursts. Each burst represents the contribution from
a different time interval. The entrapment locations for each
burst are obtained by translating the results in Figure 13 vertically by z*i. The burst number i is an integer with a minimum value from the z coordinate of the last particle captured
(5.2 m, from Figure 13) divided by z. The maximum i value
is the domain bottom coordinate (1.9 m) divided by z. The
final particle distribution is obtained from the sum of the entrapment distributions from each value of i within this range.
The results are given in the cross section of the steel strand
shown in Figure 14. The dashed line represents the boundaries of the central large cell and is the solidification front at
the domain exit (2.4 m below the meniscus). The highest total
oxygen content (about 170 ppm) is predicted near the corners, closely followed by intermittent patches on the narrow
faces. Intermittent patches with high oxygen concentrations
(50 to 150 ppm) are also found in the middle region of the
strand (approximately 10 to 20 mm beneath the slab surface).
These results indicate that most of the captured particles
(69 pct) are entrapped within the shell approximately 0.4 to
1.5 m below the meniscus (corresponding to a shell thickness of 10 to 20 mm). The finding of increased inclusion capture across the slab width toward the narrow faces agrees
with previous measurements[17] and calculations.[13] Other
measurements find sliver defects concentrated at the surface
more towards the wide-face centerlines. This is only a slight
trend here, owing to impingement from the bottom central
port. More severe centerline concentrations would have been
predicted if some of the inclusions hitting the top surface
were able to continue moving with the flow toward the SEN
before being captured in the steel shell at the meniscus. Alternatively, the larger particles which contribute the most to
sliver defects have more complex entrapment criteria, such
as being pushed along at the solidification front before capture.
Figure 15 reveals the oxygen content along the two centerlines shown in Figure 14. Higher inclusion concentrations
are found toward the surfaces. Similar variations in total

Fig. 14—Predicted oxygen concentration averaged in the length direction (10 ppm oxygen at nozzle ports).
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Fig. 15—Oxygen content along the center lines in Fig. 14.

oxygen distribution have been measured in other steel slabs,
in which particles were found to concentrate most within
20 mm of the slab surface.[46] Small regions with a high
oxygen content are also distributed sparsely toward the center of the wide faces. This is caused by groups of particles
from the center nozzle port. Small patches with low total
oxygen close to zero are randomly distributed in the cross
section, indicating the effects of turbulent motion of the
fluid. Asymmetries can be observed in this symmetrical
domain, confirming the influence of fluid instabilities on
particle transport and capture. No significant difference is
observed between the inside and outside radius, which is
consistent with the lack of buoyancy of the small particles
considered in this work. In practice, large inclusions are generally of more relevance to quality problems, so future work
will focus on developing a capture model for large particles.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Lagrangian computations of particle transport during continuous casting of steel slabs were performed in this study.
Time-dependent fluid-velocity fields obtained from large-eddy
simulations presented in Part I of this article were employed
in the particle computations. The computational model was
first validated with measurements in a full-scale water model.
It was then applied to simulate the transport and capture of 10
and 40 m inclusions in a thin-slab steel caster. The following conclusions are reached, based on the results of this study.
1. Complex particle trajectories are seen in both the water
model and the actual steel caster, showing the important
influence of turbulence on particle transport. The simulated particle trajectories as well as the predicted removal
fractions are in agreement with water-model measurements.
2. Particle removal was independent of initial position at
the nozzle port, for the relatively uniform fluid-velocity
profile at the nozzle-exit ports in the water-model study.
3. A comparison of particle-removal fractions obtained from
2500 and 500 particle groups suggests that increasing the
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B

4.

5.

6.

7.

number of particles improves the accuracy of removal predictions for later times (e.g., 10 to 100 seconds). At least
2500 particles are required to obtain accuracy within 3 pct.
Particle removal at early times (e.g., 10 seconds) is governed by chaotic fluctuations of the flow, which generate
variations of 5 pct.
Asymmetric particle distributions are observed in the
liquid pool, which are caused by transients of fluid turbulence, rather than imposed by the inlet condition at
nozzle ports. This only leads to slight asymmetries in the
particle distribution in the final product.
The top surface is predicted to remove only 8 pct of small
particles (10 and 40 m) in the thin-slab steel caster.
An equal fraction touches the outside of the nozzle walls
in the mold. These removal fractions are independent of
both particle size and density, owing to the inability of
the small, low-buoyancy particles simulated here to deviate significantly from the surrounding fluid flow.
The computation shows that after a 9-second sudden burst
of particles enters the steel caster, about 4 minutes are
needed for all of them to be captured or removed for the
casting conditions assumed here. The captured particles
concentrate mainly within a 2-m-long section of slab.
With a steady oxygen content of 10 ppm from inclusions
in the molten steel supplied from the nozzle ports, intermittent patches of high oxygen content (50 to 150 ppm)
are found concentrated within 10 to 20 mm beneath the
slab surface, especially near the corner and toward the
narrow faces.

The present study confirms the importance of flow transients in affecting the transport and capture of inclusions
during continuous casting.
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NOMENCLATURE
v
x
t
v0
0
d
m
M
N
g
Fsaff

lv
u

velocity vector
displacement vector
time
density
kinematic viscosity of fluid
dynamic viscosity of fluid
diameter
mass
total mass
number (integer)
gravity acceleration vector
Saffman lift force defined by Eq. [4]
vorticity of fluid
particle response time defined by Eq. [7]
standard deviation of u

Subscripts
p
none
C
i

particle
steel
cell (Eq. [8])
particle burst number
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